**Champion Sports**

**LG66 & LG44  LACROSSE POP-UP TARGET GOAL**

**PARTS INCLUDED:**
- 1 Goal
- 2 Poles
- 4 J Spikes
- 1 Heavy Duty Carry Bag

**ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Securely hold frame when removing from carry bag. Toss frame 5 ft. in front of you into an open area.

2. To secure goal in its upright position, insert poles into pole pockets at the edge of goal and tie up the webbing.

3. Use J spikes and secure goal into ground. Total of 4.

**FOR STORING OR TRANSPORT:**

1. Remove J spikes from ground.

2. Remove poles from pole pockets and stow in carry bag.

3. Fold the goal in half and grab the edge as shown picture.

4. Fold over to opposite corner as shown picture.

5. Push the three loops together until they overlap. Lift entire frame off the ground.

6. Congratulations!! You have successfully learned how to fold your Pop Up Goal.

**Stock # LG66 / LG44**
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